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Why Learn Italian?

For more information contact us!
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for all those who want to experiment the warmth of
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matter where you come from, Italy is the right place

20 Kramat Lane
United House 05-05
Singapore 228773

SG

0.1 JOURNEY OF A LIFETIME
Italia, the “Bel Paese”, welcomes you! It doesn’t
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the Italian soul. From North to South, Italy is studded
with diverse and astonishing traditions, survived over
the centuries and still guarded in the heart of its
inhabitants and timelesses places...

F: +65 3138 4026
M: +65 8891 3565
E: info@italianschool.sg
S: www.italianschool.sg

0.2 CONNECTING WITH ITALIANS
Parli italiano? Italians love to talk, everywhere and
everytime, even better if they are in front of a good
dish of pasta! They have a unique way of talking about

italianschoolsg

everything, from politics to football, to weather, and so
on and so forth, and their language is even more
peculiar because of those typical and charming hand
gestures they use while communicating: amazing!
0.3 LANGUAGE OF ART, BEAUTY, HISTORY, FOOD
AND CULTURE!
Oh, cara Italia, quanto sei bella! Dear Italia, how
beautiful you are! You can find beauty in each Italian
corner: beauty in its monuments, in its fountains, in
its landscapes, in its houses, in its little boutiques and
restaurants, in its people, in its sounds, in its air itself!
Italy is beautiful in its history and soul and that makes
it so unique that you cannot but be inebriated by it!
0.4 MUSIC OF A LANGUAGE
It’s time you change your tune! Yes, because Italians
don’t talk, they sing! For not native speakers, listening
to the italian language is a great sweet pleasure.
Don’t lose the chance to experience that!
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About us

Italian School of Language

DISCOVER, LEARN, EXCHANGE, GROW

GROUP CLASSES
Our students manage to linguistically progress from
one level to another in less than one year, by following a
precise progressive learning path, which has been
meticulously planned so that to facilitate their learning
both from a didactic and psycholinguistic viewpoint.

The Singapore Italian Association Limited (SIA) is a
no-profit and non-governmental organization whose

to link it to the other entities in Singapore, since 2015.

The Association aim is to create an extensive network
among well established institutional cultural centres,

ADULTS

mission is to bring together the Italian community and

organizations, schools, committees, corporation, clubs

Courses are offered on a modular basis (from module 1
to module 3) and each module follows the standards of
the Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2).
Each class includes 4-8 students and will commence
with a minimum of 4 pax. Each teaching class lasts 2
hours, for 12 classes (24 hours) per module.

and other associations.

PRIVATE CLASSES

In the past few years, the Italian community has seen an

Private classes are offered both inside and outside the
school, varying from a 10-hour package (once per
week) to a 20-hour package (twice per week).
They are customized according to the student’s needs
and each package can be repurchased.

impressive growth of its presence in Singapore

Kindergarten
For kids aged 3-5 years old, our school will offer an Italian
kindergarten school running 5 days a week (Saturdays and
Sundays excluded), from 8AM - 4PM, from September 2020.
The educational activities for kindergarten children are divided
into five "fields of experience", identified by the Italian
ministerial law no 254 of 2012, which contains the national
indications for the curriculum of the nursery school and the first
cycle of education:
- The self and other;
- Body and movement;
- Images, sounds, colors;
- Speeches and words;
- Knowledge of the world.
The non-compulsory and three-year nursery school contributes
to the education and emotional, psychomotor, cognitive, moral
and social development of children by promoting their
potential for relationship, autonomy, creativity, learning, and to
ensure effective equality of educational opportunities;
respecting the primary educational responsibility of parents, it
contributes to the integral formation of children (also
promoting multilingualism through the acquisition of the first
elements of the Italian language).

reaching almost 6000 people and circa 400 companies;

Italian culture to the multicultural society in Singapore
has become furthermore important.

For these reasons, through our social events, cultural
and sport activities, the Italian Association welcomes all

CHILDREN

the need of gathering and giving a coherent image of

current ones in many aspects.

EXTRA CURRICULAR

the new members of the community and supports the

Our Children classes are for afternoon studies and in
this occasion the pupils will learn new words, improve
their natural oral and written skills, using appropriate
and fun activities. Each class includes 4-8 students and
will commence with a minimum of 4 pax.
We have currently in place 2 different typology of
courses based on the babies age divided in above and
below 6 years. It’s well known that the teaching method
can’t be the same for every age the babies forma
mentis is different in different ages, because of this we
go in them direction.

EXTRACURRICULAR
Our school offers extracurricular courses of Italian
language for all those pupils and students who are
interested in learning a new language. A qualified
Italian teacher in collaboration with international and
local school holds class once per week.

Primary
For children aged 6-10 years old, our school will offer an Italian
primary school running 5 days a week (Saturdays and Sundays
excluded), from 8AM - 4PM, from September 2020.
The Primary School will accompany the child in the acquisition
of both the English and Chinese languages, indispensable for
all children to the full enjoyment of educational and
extracurricular training opportunities, and of a the Italian
language.
At the same time, it favors the acquisition of the various
expressive modes of an artistic-musical nature, of the scientific
and technical approach, of the historical, geographical and
organizational coordinates of the human life and civil
coexistence, maintaining constant attention to the partiality of
every perspective of formal ordering of experience and to the
continuous need for unity of culture while distinguishing the
perspectives in which it is expressed.

SIS™ prepared original syllabus for all ages and skill
levels in accordance with CEFR international standards.
Extracurricular courses are offered from primary school
pupils up to high school students.

Activities & Events

Children and students are guided in learning the Italian
language through a series of practical and playful
activities that improve both their social and relational
skills.

Leaded by Singapore Italian Association (SIA), all year round
will be cultural and social events, such italian movies nights,
bbq’s, italian aperitifs, football games and so on where you can
practise and improve your italian.

